Dissertation / Project Statements for use in 2018/19

Part One – Compulsory Likert statements

1) I am happy with the support I received for planning my dissertation/project (topic selection, outline, literature review etc.)

2) My supervisor had the subject knowledge to adequately support my dissertation/project

3) My supervisor had the appropriate skills to advise me about research strategies and methods

4) My supervisor provided helpful feedback on my progress

5) My supervisor provided feedback on written and/or practical work in accordance with internal deadlines

6) The criteria used in marking on the dissertation/project had been made clear in advance

7) I was able to access adequate learning resources to support my research/project

8) Overall, I am satisfied with the dissertation/project supervision I have received

Part two – Additional questions from school/institute

Recommended this includes specific questions on:

1) Number of times student met with supervisor (if school/institute has set expectations)

2) Feedback on any additional workshops to support students (if offered by school/institute)

Part three – Compulsory open text comments

1) What was the best thing about undertaking a dissertation/project?

2) What would you change?

3) Do you have any other comments about your experience of undertaking your dissertation/project?